Suggestions of taking care of tungsten jewelry

How to Care for Your Tungsten Jewelry?

Tungsten jewelry is then newest thing in jewelry. It has such amazing qualities that allows for unparalleled beauty, style and design. But not every one knows the hidden gifts of this terrific metal.

While tungsten jewelry is very sturdy and strong, it needs care too! Yes, tungsten carbide jewelry means very little maintenance, but it doesn’t mean you should not do routine care to keep it in the best condition.

If you have magnificent tungsten ring and worried about how to take care of it. Do not worry any more. Tungsten with its superior physical qualities can make these rings virtually carefree. If your ring is a true tungsten or tungsten carbide ring the cleaning and care is very simple because it will hold its radiant shine forever. However it can accumulate fingerprints and maybe smudges. Get yourself a soft cloth or jewelry polish cloth, which will take care of the annoying prints and smudges.

To care for tungsten jewelry, you can clean it with a mild cleaner and wiped with a smooth, soft rag. You should not store your tungsten jewelry next to diamonds, as diamonds are the only thing that can really scratch tungsten jewelry.

Tungsten jewelry is easy to maintain. Any soft cloth will bring out the original bright finish. In most cases, a toothbrush and a mild non-abrasive cleaner will return its luster. Avoid cleaning with harsh chemicals and do not leave in ultrasonic cleaners for more than two minutes.

What has probably happened is that tungsten jewelry has accidentally rubbed up against something else with metal and a part of the material has attached itself to the tungsten jewelry. Find yourself a soft tooth brush and use a small amount of mild liquid soap. Gently brush to remove the foreign metal from your tungsten jewelry. Make sure to rinse the soap off, pat dry with a soft cloth and your tungsten jewelry is as good as new.
You can find more information about tungsten products on Tungsten Alloy (http://www.chinatungsten.com).

If you have any interest in the product, please feel free to email us: sales@chinatungsten.com or call us by: 0086 592 512 9696, 0086 592 512 9595. We are at your service all the time.